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"The effects of climate change are already occurring on all continents and across the 
oceans," and the world is mostly "ill-prepared" for the risks that the sweeping changes 
present, a new report from the U.N.'s Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
concludes. 
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The report also wastes no time in pointing a finger toward who is responsible: "Human 
interference with the climate system is occurring," reads the first sentence in the scientists' 
summary of their work. 

As NPR's Geoff Brumfiel tells our Newscast Desk, the panel "includes hundreds of 
scientists from around the world. Its past reports have made gloomy predictions about the 
impact of climate on humans. This time around, they're also trying to prepare us. Chris 
Field, the co-chair of the new report, says improving health systems, making transportation 
more efficient, and beefing up disaster response can make a difference." 

"Things we should be doing to build a better world are also things we should be doing to 
protect against climate change," Field says. 

In the summary of its findings and recommendations, for instance, the panel suggests that 
ongoing efforts to improve energy efficiency, switch to cleaner energy sources, make cities 
"greener" and reduce water consumption will make life better today and could help reduce 
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mankind's effect on climate change in the future. While all people will continue to feel the 
effects of climate change, the report concludes that the world's poorest populations will 
suffer the most from rising temperatures and rising seas unless action is taken. 

Still, The Guardian says the report concludes that climate change is "already having effects 
in real time — melting sea ice and thawing permafrost in the Arctic, killing off coral reefs in 
the oceans, and leading to heat waves, heavy rains and mega-disasters. And the worst was 
yet to come. Climate change posed a threat to global food stocks, and to human security, 
the blockbuster report said." 

"Nobody on this planet is going to be untouched by the impacts of climate change," says 
Rajendra Pachauri, chair of the IPCC. 

The BBC calls the report "the most comprehensive assessment to date of the impacts of 
climate change on the world." 
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